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2018 has been an exciting and productive year,
both personally and for
the project. I had a baby boy in late
December 2017, so I was on maternity leave for the first half of 2018.
However, the whole field team – led
by our wonderful senior researchers
Ana and BenJee – really came together and worked extremely hard, not
only maintaining but also expanding
our programmes. As usual, the year

was definitely one of ups and downs
– in February the whole team was
devastated by a poisoning event,
where one poisoned cow carcass killed
not only one of our satellite-collared
lions, but also five other lions and over
70 critically endangered vultures. It
served as a stark reminder of the
appalling impacts that a single conflict
incident can have, and reinforced our
commitment to work closely with the
communities to ensure that they see
the presence of wildlife as a net benefit rather than an unwanted risk.
Through the year, we have expanded
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is studying and protecting large carnivore populations, building capacity
for conservation at local, national and
international levels, mitigating human
carnivore conflicts in sustainable and
lasting ways, and delivering conservation impacts in tandem with real
benefits for local communities living
with carnivores. We are proud to have
supported the project since 2010. We

RCP’s Location and Activities

are thrilled that through this partnership, we have not only helped protect
Ruaha’s amazing biodiversity by reducing conservation threats, but have
also helped strengthen and empower
local communities. We applaud the
RCP team for all they have achieved to
date, and look forward to continuing
our partnership and support of this
important work into the future.
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Next year will mark 10 years since the
start of the project, and particularly
when things are hard, I find it very useful to reflect on how far we have come.
At the beginning, local villagers would
run away from us, conservation was
seen as a threat, and the level of carnivore killings was dauntingly high.
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Nearly 10 years on, we have built
strong partnerships with the villagers,
the project is recognised as a major
driver of community development,
and the number of carnivore killings
has dropped significantly. We could
not do any of this without the dedication and support of so many people
and organisations around the world,
and we hope you enjoy reading about
our work and achievements this year.
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Thank you so much
for your interest and
for your shared
commitment with us,
to make the world a
better place for
both people
and wildlife.

Image credit: National Geographic
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many of our programmes, including
the Lion Defenders, Simba Scholarships, monthly monitoring and community camera-trapping.

We at Cleveland Metroparks Zoo are
committed to securing a future for
wildlife by confronting the most vital, complex and emerging threats to
wildlife today. We support unique and
collaborative conservation projects
that promote wildlife survival and benefit human communities. The Ruaha
Carnivore Project truly exemplifies
this conservation approach. The RCP
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PROJECT CONTEXT
Tanzania’s Ruaha landscape is one of the most beautiful and important wildlife areas left in the world. The vast
landscape is centred around Ruaha National Park, which
at over 22,000km2 is the largest Park in East Africa. This is
surrounded by Game Reserves, Wildlife Management areas
and village land, which together cover around as much land
as the Park. The landscape supports globally important
wildlife populations, including some of the largest popu-

lations of lions, African wild dogs and cheetahs left in the
world. However, this area has been very understudied, and
as of 2009 there had been no dedicated research into the
ecology and conservation of these crucial populations.
Furthermore, as in other key wildlife landscapes across
Africa, Ruaha’s carnivore populations rely not only on the
National Park, but also on human-dominated land around
it. They frequently use village land to the south of the Park,
which is occupied by extremely poor farmers and pastoralists. These people suffer high costs from carnivores, mainly
due to attacks on their livestock, and have traditionally received very few benefits. Unsurprisingly, there is a high rate
of carnivore conflict and killing on village land as people see
no reason to tolerate wildlife presence.

Therefore, in 2009 the Ruaha
Carnivore Project (RCP) was
established in order to help
reduce human-carnivore
conflict around Ruaha, and to
provide scientific data on the
area’s large carnivore populations
to inform conservation planning.
The project has grown substantially since its inception,
from three people living in small tents in one village, to
over 70 people conducting extensive conservation activities across 16 villages. We have helped reduce carnivore
attacks on stock, helped communities with education,
healthcare and veterinary health, reduced traditional lion
hunting, increased conservation awareness, and provided
scientific data on Ruaha’s large carnivore populations. This
is long, hard work, and could not be done without the dedication of the field team, as well as the amazing support of
so many around the world. As we approach a decade in the
field, we are now looking forward and seeing how we can
continue to have the best impact around Ruaha, while also
expanding our impact to other landscapes where conflict is
a major threat to both people and wildlife. We hope you will
continue with us on this journey.
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KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS
The Ruaha Carnivore Project team and the extent of our
activities has grown significantly since the project’s inception
in 2009. During 2018 the project achieved the following:
• Took 696 local villagers on educational Park trips
• Engaged 12,742 people in educational DVD nights
• Expanded our Lion Defender programme with two new zones and
three new Lion Defenders, bringing
the number of warriors actively employed in this programme to 17
• Expanded our community cameratrapping (CCT) programme to four
new villages, bringing the total number of villages engaged to 16, with 32
CCT officers employed
• Maintained our remaining Anatolian
Shepherd dog, with plans to bring in a
breeding female for the next phase of
the programme
• Worked with more than 20 guides
from 10 lodges across Ruaha National
Park to gather over 2,400 sightings on
large carnivores
• Published 8 book chapters and papers based on data and experience
from Ruaha

• Predator-proofed 40 bomas with
wire, protecting 268 cattle and 3,814
smallstock, worth $268,110 to local
communities
• Reinforced 257 traditional bomas
with thornbush
• Provided 8 new Simba Scholarships
and 2 new Carnivore College studentships in 2018
• Provided daily porridge to 800 students in two primary schools
• Provided books and other educational equipment to 15 schools through
the Kids4Cats twinning programme
• Responded to 112 local emergencies
and helped take 107 patients to clinics
for medical attention
• Provided nearly US$80,000 of healthcare, education and veterinary benefits
to 16 villages through the community
camera-trapping programme
• Helped Charlotte Searle, a PhD student, place 3 camera-trap grids across
the landscape to learn more about
leopard ecology

• Helped Paolo Strampelli, a PhD student, conduct extensive spoor transects across the Ruaha landscape, to
provide data on carnivore distribution
and relative abundance
• Collected data from our satellitecollared lions, which provided novel
ecological data as well as alerting us
to a mass poisoning in a Wildlife Management Area
• Our Lion Defenders recovered
6,326 lost livestock (2,427 cattle,
3,847 smallstock and 52 donkeys),
preventing carnivore attacks and
reducing the likelihood of retaliatory
killing. This livestock was worth over
US$1 million to local communities.
They also helped rescue 4 lost children, with immeasurable value for
their families
• The Lion Defenders prevented 21
local lion hunts
• Received the 2018 Cincinnati Zoo
and Botanical Garden Award for our
work.
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ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH

SIGHTINGS
Ruaha National Park is the largest in
East Africa, and we are a small field
team with a limited number of old,
often broken vehicles. Therefore, it is
impossible for us to dedicate the resources needed to be in the Park fulltime looking for carnivores. Instead,
we have built up a strong partnership
with the Park management and tourist lodges, allowing us to use the skills
and reach of the Park drivers to provide information. We have equipped
Park guides with data collection devices and cameras, and they collect
information for us on any large carnivores they see.
This has been amazing, and to date
they have collected information on
over 11,600 sightings. During 2018,
they collected information on 2,442
sightings, including 1,794 of lion, 445
of leopard, 107 of spotted hyaena, 58
of cheetah and 38 of wild dog. These
provide fascinating insights into car-
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nivore ecology and behaviour, and
over time they should help us better
understand Ruaha’s globally important carnivore populations.
Furthermore, they provide wonderful images of lions and other carnivores to the project. The guides are
extremely dedicated, and in 2018 we
recognised 24 of them for their invaluable work. The images the guides
take are helpful for individual identification of carnivores, and therefore population monitoring, and are
wonderful to share with our supporters. This has been so useful that we
have collaborated with colleagues
to enable the guides to collect data
on elephants and vultures using the
same equipment. This partnership
with the Park and the lodges is vitally
important for our research, and we
hope to continue and strengthen it
with both current and new lodges in
future years.

ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH

Camera-trapping
and spoor
Although the sightings programme
is invaluable, the core tourist area
only covers a small fraction of the
Ruaha landscape. Outside this core
area, there are few drivers, the
vegetation is often dense and the
wildlife is shy, so it is hard to monitor through sightings. Therefore,
camera-traps (cameras remotely
triggered by the movement of an
animal) are an invaluable tool for
our research in these areas. During 2018, one of our PhD students,
Charlotte Searle, collaborated with
our colleagues from the Southern Tanzania Elephant Programme
(STEP) to place two grids of camera-traps within Ruaha National
Park and one within an adjacent
Wildlife Management Area. Charlotte’s particular focus is on leopard
distribution and abundance, and her

work has already generated the first
reliable data on leopards for Ruaha,
which will help guide conservation
plans. We also use camera-traps
on village land in our community
camera-trapping programme (see
page 9), providing rare information
on wildlife ecology from village land.
Through 2018, another PhD student,
Paolo Strampelli, conducted extensive transects across Ruaha National
Park and associated Game Reserves,
using spoor (footprints) as his key
monitoring tool. His work will provide
crucial data on wildlife occurrence
across this vast landscape, and hopefully help guide management of this
globally important area. We also collect sightings and spoor data on village land through our Lion Defenders,
with a particular focus on lions.
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Satellite-collaring
In late 2017, we were extremely excited to place the first satellite collars
on lions in the Ruaha landscape. This is
an invaluable method of collecting detailed data on lion habitat use, mortality and movement, in particular the extent to which lions from within the Park
are using land outside it. Furthermore,
the collars have a ‘geo-fence’ capability, where they can alert us when the
lions move onto village land. This enables our team to respond, alert local
communities and move the lion away
from populated areas if necessary.

over 70 critically endangered vultures
had been killed. The authorities acted
quickly to apprehend the suspect,
a local villager, and although deeply
distressing for everyone concerned,
this event highlighted the ongoing
need to engage communities, protect
stock and prevent poisonings.
We had another mortality alert from
one of the lionesses in May 2018, but
never found a body – we suspect she
was killed and the collar destroyed.
The remaining collar is working well,

We collared four individuals (one
male and three females), all close to
the edge of the Park. Unfortunately,
the male’s collar stopped functioning very early in 2018 so provided no
useful data. In February 2018, a mortality signal from one of the females
led us to the site of a devastating
mass poisoning event in the Wildlife
Management Area. In addition to the
collared lioness, five other lions and

8
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and has revealed an annual range
size of 130 km2. It also demonstrated
that even lions from within the tourist area often moved outside the Park,
sometimes crossing the Ruaha river
at the height of the rains. This initial
pilot has proved that the collars are
critically important for better understanding lion ecology and mortality
in the Ruaha landscape. We are now
working with the authorities and donors to expand this important work
to both lions and spotted hyaenas
during 2019.

community

camera-trapping
Although lions and other large carnivores are seen most often within
Parks, most of their geographic
range actually occurs outside protected areas on human-dominated
land. However, relatively little is
known about their ecology and conservation in those areas. For years
we tried camera-trapping on village
land to collect that data, but camera-trap theft was a major issue.
Simultaneously, we were providing
benefits to local villagers (see pages
12 - 13) and while people appreciated these benefits, they associated
them with the project rather than
the presence of wildlife.

To address both these issues, we
developed our community cameratrapping (CCT) programme. This involves us training and paying CCT
officers, selected by the village, to
place camera-traps on village land,
in locations where they think there is
most wildlife. Then, for each wild animal caught on the camera-traps, the
village receives a certain number of
points. All mammals receive points
in order to encourage conservation
of prey as well as predators, but more
points are given for more threatened
and more conflict-prone species.
Therefore, a small antelope will generate 1,000 points, while an endan-

gered African wild dog will generate
20,000 points, and a pack of 10 wild
dogs will generate 200,000 points.
Every three months, these points are
converted into healthcare, education
and veterinary benefits (see page 13),
demonstrating a direct link between
wildlife conservation and community
benefits. Furthermore, the cameratrapping provides invaluable data on
wildlife ecology and distribution in
some of the hardest areas to effectively monitor. Combined with our
other data, this will help the Tanzanian
authorities develop the best management plans for this important part of
the Ruaha landscape.
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REDUCING CONFLICT

PROTECTING LIVELIHOODS
As amazing, beautiful and iconic as they are, lions and
other large carnivores can be extremely difficult and dangerous to live alongside. Attacks on livestock can have
major economic consequences for very poor rural households, and also have important social costs as cattle are
seen as vital cultural assets. Attacks on people are clearly
even more devastating. Therefore, much of our focus is
on helping protect peoples’ lives and livelihoods, and
ensuring they are not bearing an impossible burden from
carnivore presence.
The majority of carnivore attacks occur within thornbush
stock enclosures, known as bomas. These are often poorly
constructed, so one of our most effective programmes
has been to predator-proof these enclosures with sturdy
diamond-mesh fencing. The householder contributes 25%
of the cost, but the wire virtually eliminates attacks within

the boma so it is worth the investment. This year, we predator-proofed 40 bomas with wire, safeguarding 268 cattle
and 3,814 smallstock, worth $268,110 to local communities. To date, we have protected 13,500 livestock in these
bomas, worth almost US$1 million to the local community.
To reduce attacks on grazing livestock, we have trialled the
use of specialised Anatolian Shepherd livestock guarding
dogs. We brought 10 puppies in from the Cheetah Conservation Fund in 2013-14 and the dogs have proved capable
and effective in this landscape: we have even seen them
chase off lions! They have a high mortality rate, as with
guarding dogs worldwide, and unfortunately during 2018
we lost our potential breeding female, Busara, to a snakebite. This means only one of the original 10 dogs – a female
called Hodari - is left, but as the concept has been proven,
we intend to import another breeding female and continue
the guarding dog programme through 2019 and beyond.

The Lion Defenders (see pages 14-15) also play a crucial
role in protecting both livestock and people. Every day,
they search for signs of lions and other carnivores, and
warn local people if lions are nearby. They are always available in the community to help find livestock – or more urgently, children – that have been lost in the bush, as these
are at high risk of carnivore attack. In 2018,
they found 90% of lost livestock reported to them. This included
2,427 cattle, 3,847 smallstock
and 52 donkeys, worth a total of US$1,054,635 to local villagers. They also
found four lost children,
to the immense relief
of their families. The
Lion Defenders also
help to fortify traditional bomas if the

villager cannot invest in a wire boma yet. During 2018,
they fortified 257 enclosures in this way, bringing the total
protected so far to 957.
Together, these actions help reduce carnivore attacks, improve the economic security of local villagers, and reduce
the chances of preventative or retaliatory carnivore killings. Although this is not enough
alone to ensure coexistence, it helps
decrease conflict and reduces
one of the key threats to
large carnivores in this
landscape.

Image credit: Billy Dodson
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REDUCING CONFLICT

PROVIDING
COMMUNITY BENEFITS
Reducing the costs of carnivore presence is a vital part of
community conservation, but alone that would never be
enough. For long-term conservation, local people must
recognise meaningful benefits from wildlife which outweigh any remaining costs. Around Ruaha, villagers said
they would most appreciate getting healthcare, education
and veterinary benefits from wildlife presence, so we have
focused our work on those areas.

Regarding education, we have now engaged 15 local village schools in our ‘Kids 4 Cats’ programme, where a developed-world school provides at least US$500 of funding annually to a ‘twin’ village school. This has provided
invaluable basic equipment, such as books, desks and
blackboards, without which meaningful teaching would be
virtually impossible.
As most families cannot afford to send their children
to secondary school, we developed a ‘Simba Scholar-
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ship’ programme, where the most promising students
receive a fully-paid studentship through all four years
of secondary school. Locally, we stress the need for female education, and each year try to ensure that half
the scholarships go to girls. In 2018 we expanded the
programme to 8 potential scholarships, depending on
having enough students pass our entrance exam. Eight
students, including 6 traditional pastoralists, made the
grade. Three of these were girls. Traditionally there is
little support for pastoralist girls to study but receiving
a scholarship can be enough incentive for their families to keep them in school. To date, we have provided
support to 38 students through this programme. We
also funded two Carnivore College studentships. One
of them, Barieda, is working towards a certificate in
Animal Health and the other, Lazaro, has joined college to study Biomedical Equipment Engineering. This
makes a total of four students supported to this higher
level so far.

In 2016 we found that few students were able to pass the
secondary entrance exam, and teachers identified a lack of
food at school as one of the key factors limiting pupil attainment. We therefore developed a ‘porridge project’, whereby students get a simple but nutritious school lunch of porridge and eggs. During 2018 we provided school lunches at
two primary schools, feeding approximately 800 children
daily during term-time. This is an extremely popular programme, with wide community benefits, and has markedly
increased both the attendance and the attainment of students within those schools.
The project also often acts as an informal ambulance,
transporting vulnerable people to clinics for treatment.
During 2018, we were called out to help transport patients
107 times, and even had a baby born safe and well in the
back of one of our Land Rovers!
All these programmes are extremely important for the vil-

lagers, but our most impactful programme is the community camera-trapping or CCT (see page 9). Here, villagers
receive additional benefits based on their camera-trapping, with villages that record most wildlife receiving most
benefits. These benefits are split equally between the local
priorities of education, healthcare and veterinary medicine, and have transformed local schools and clinics. During
2018, we expanded this programme into 4 more villages,
so it is operating across 16 villages, with 32 CCT officers
employed. Over the year, we provided nearly US$80,000
of benefits to those villages, and the programme has been
recognised locally and regionally as one of the main drivers
of community development.

For the first time, local people are truly
recognising meaningful benefits from
the presence of wild animals on their
land, which is a vital step towards
long-term conservation.
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LION DEFENDERS

REDUCING CONFLICT
When RCP began in 2009, traditional hunting of lions was a
major threat. Local warriors explained that killing lions was
the only way they could gain wealth and status, and it also
cemented their role as traditional community protectors.
When they killed a lion, other villagers would reward them
with gifts of cattle, and through the status of lion killing they
would also win the attention of young women. Over years,
we worked with the community to develop a culturally appropriate way of engaging warriors in conservation, so that
they could get the same benefits from protecting lions as
they had from killing them. Working in partnership with Lion
Guardians in Kenya, we employed and trained Maasai and
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Barabaig warriors around Ruaha as ‘Lion Defenders’.
Lion Defenders still fulfil the traditional warrior role – each
day, they look for signs of lions, and help protect people and livestock if they are around. They are strong and
brave, physically chasing lions away from households, and
help the community by finding lost livestock or children,
and reinforcing traditional bomas. They now obtain wealth
through employment, and when we asked them how they
could gain status in a different way, they said it would be
through becoming literate. All our Lion Defenders have
been trained and are now literate and numerate, and have
received additional training in new skills like the use of

GPS and radio-telemetry equipment. Furthermore, they
all have passports, and travel annually to Kenya or northern Tanzania to compete in the Lion Guardian Games and
show off their physical prowess. Rather than losing the
attention of girls, the Lion Defenders are now seen as attractive prospects for husbands, and they have regular
dancing events to replace the celebrations they would
have had after lion killing.
One of the most important roles of Lion Defenders is to detect and prevent traditional lion hunts. This takes immense
diplomacy, bravery and skill, but they have proved very good
at it. During 2018, Lion Defenders prevented or stopped

21 lion hunts, bringing the total since the start of the programme to 85. During 2018, we expanded the Lion Defenders programme, adding three new Lion Defenders working
across two new zones. The programme now has 17 Lion
Defenders working to protect the community and lions
across 9 zones, covering 830 km2 of village land. It is not
easy – there is still some hostility amongst the younger men
who cannot hunt, and some lions are still killed. However, the
commitment of these warriors, who show every day that it
is possible to respect and maintain their culture through
conservation, is very impressive, and we look forward to
continuing the programme in 2019 and beyond.

New zones
added
Additional
km2 covered

Total km2 covered
by Lion Defenders
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INTO THE

FUTURE
OUTREACH AND EDUCATION
Long-lasting conservation requires local communities to
understand why it is important, and feel that they have true
engagement in wildlife conservation. However, this is often impossible: for example, most local villagers live very
close to Ruaha National Park, but have never been able to
visit because they lack a vehicle or money. Therefore, they
don’t understand the role of the Park or the wider benefits
it brings. Instead, they base their views of wildlife on largely
negative encounters on village land, such as lions attacking
livestock or elephants raiding crops.
To address this, we conduct regular educational Park trips,
where villagers learn about conservation and experience
wildlife in a non-threatening situation. They also meet
Park staff and learn about the role and benefits of the Park.
This experience can really change local attitudes and improve perceptions of conservation. In 2018, we took 696

villagers (355 men, 298 women and 43 children) into the
Park, bringing the total number of participants to date to
over 2,100.
We also conduct educational DVD nights, particularly focusing on the most remote areas. We present our work,
have discussions with villagers so their views are heard, and
show wildlife films. These are extremely popular: in 2018
we had 12,742 attendees to DVD nights, bringing the total
number so far to over 52,000. However, one major issue is
that almost all the highest-quality films are in English, so
during 2018 we started working on a high-quality local film,
which will explain our work through the experiences of local
villagers. This will be produced in multiple local languages,
and will help ensure local people feel that conservation is
something they know about, and in which they can play an
active and positive role.

It is both exciting and daunting to realise that
next year is RCP’s tenth anniversary. This seems
a good time to take stock, so we will be assessing our impacts and looking at lessons learned
and future opportunities. There are some programmes where there is a clear need for expansion: the villagers find the school feeding so valuable, for instance, that they are extremely keen
for us to expand that to other schools.
There is also much more we want to do with
healthcare, such as building capacity amongst
local women to act as healthcare assistants, particularly to assist with pregnancy, maternal health
and neonatal care.
We are extremely keen to satellite-collar more lions, and to start collaring hyaenas, in order to learn
much more detail about their ecology and mortality around Ruaha. We also want to learn from other
projects, and plan to go to Zimbabwe to learn how
mobile canvas bomas could be used in Ruaha. We
may also start trialling a conservation contract in
local villages, based on a similar approach in Niassa, so people can gain even more benefits if they
take positive conservation actions.
In addition, next year we want to start a strategic planning process for the project, to ensure
we can be as effective as possible in continuing to improve the situation for both people and
wildlife. We have come a long way since 2009, but
we know there is so much more that needs to be
done, both around Ruaha and beyond. We intend
to see how we can use lessons learned from Ruaha to help improve conservation elsewhere, such
as in key landscapes like the Selous. We are excited about developing the project, and hope you
will support us and share the journey with us.

Thank you very much.

ASANTE!
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FINANCIALS
Since the Ruaha Carnivore Project’s inception in 2009 it
has grown substantially, from three people living in small
tents under a tree to a team of over 70 people working
across 17 local villages, the Park and adjacent protected areas. As expected, the budget has also grown over
time: while the 2009 budget was around US$40,000, in
2018 the project cost around US$450,000 to run. Over
time, we have also used unrestricted gifts to develop a
reserve in order to protect against a sudden shortfall
in funding or deal with emergencies. The project is now
particularly seeking multi-year funding commitments,
as they provide more security for our work and the communities we partner with.

THANK
YOU!
ASANTE
SANA!

Image credit: Lorenzo Rossi
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The project is fully audited through the University of
Oxford, which has charitable status in the UK and 501(c)
3 status in the US through Americans for Oxford. 100%
of all donations go directly to the Ruaha Carnivore Project, and 95% of all our expenditure is on field conservation activities.

We could not achieve all this without the invaluable support of the local villagers and
authorities in Tanzania. Asante sana, thank you for sharing our vision. To the many
organisations and individuals around the world who continue to support our work, too
numerous to mention here, heartfelt thanks. Your infinite generosity enables us to continue
to expand our efforts to secure a safer future for wildlife and people.
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SUPPORT
US or
FIND OUT
MORE
CONTACT
info@ruahacarnivoreproject.com
VISIT
www.ruahacarnivoreproject.com
SUPPORT
www.ruahacarnivoreproject.com/donate
FOLLOW
@ruahacarnivoreproject
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